427 Historical and geographic variations, modern nongeographic variations of English

Number built according to instructions under 421–428

For Old English (Anglo-Saxon), see 429

[.1–.8] Geographic variations in England

Relocated to 427.942

.9 Geographic variations

.91 Geographic variations in areas, regions, places in general

Add to base number 427.91 the numbers following —1 in notation 11–19 from Table 2, e.g., dialects of the British empire 427.9171241

.94–.99 Geographic variations in the modern world

Add to base number 427.9 notation 4–9 from Table 2, e.g., geographic variations in England 427.942 [formerly 427.1–427.8], slang of British Isles 427.941, dialects of Canada 427.971, Tok Pisin 427.9953

For geographic variations of Middle English, see 427.02094–427.02099

437 Historical and geographic variations, modern nongeographic variations of German

Number built according to instructions under 431–438

Class Low German in 439.4

[.1–.5] Geographic variations in Germany

Relocated to 437.943

[.6] Geographic variations in Austria

Relocated to 437.9436

.9 Geographic variations

See also 439.1 for Yiddish

.91 Geographic variations in areas, regions, places in general

Add to base number 437.91 the numbers following —1 in notation 11–19 from Table 2, e.g., dialects of rural regions 437.91734

.94–.99 Geographic variations in the modern world

Add to base number 437.9 notation 4–9 from Table 2, e.g., geographic variations in Germany 437.943 [formerly 437.1–437.5], geographic variations in Austria 437.9436 [formerly 437.6], German dialects of Alsace 437.94439

For geographic variations of Old High German, see 437.01094–437.01099. For geographic variations of Middle High German and Early New High, see 437.02094–437.02099
439  Other Germanic languages

.7  *Swedish

.77  Historical and geographic variations, modern nongeographic variations

Number built according to instructions under 420–490

[.776–.778]  Geographic variations in Sweden

  Relocated to 439.779486–439.779488

.779  Geographic variations

.779 1  Geographic variations in areas, regions, places in general

  Add to base number 439.7791 the numbers following —1 in notation 11–19 from Table 2, e.g., dialects of rural regions 439.7791734

.779 4–.779 9  Geographic variations in the modern world

  Add to base number 439.779 notation 4–9 from Table 2, e.g., geographic variations in Sweden 439.776–439.778, dialects of Finland 439.7794897

.81  *Danish

Class Dano-Norwegian in 439.82

.817  Historical and geographic variations, modern nongeographic variations

Number built according to instructions under 420–490

[.817 1–.817 5]  Geographic variations in Denmark

  Relocated to 439.81794891–439.81794895

.817 9  Geographic variations

.817 91  Geographic variations in areas, regions, places in general

  Add to base number 439.81791 the numbers following —1 in notation 11–19 from Table 2, e.g., dialects of rural regions 439.81791734

.817 94–.817 99  Geographic variations in the modern world

  Add to base number 439.8179 notation 4–9 from Table 2, e.g., geographic variations in Denmark 439.8179489, dialects of Germany 439.817943

.82  *Norwegian

Class here New Norse, Landsmål [both formerly 439.83]; Dano-Norwegian, Riksmål, Bokmål

*Add to base number as instructed under 420–490
.827 Historical and geographic variations, modern nongeographic variations

Number built according to instructions under 420–490

[.827 2–.827 4] Geographic variations in Norway

Relocated to 439.8279482–439.8279484

.827 9 Geographic variations

.827 91 Geographic variations in areas, regions, places in general

Add to base number 439.82791 the numbers following —1 in notation 11–19 from Table 2, e.g., dialects of rural regions 439.82791734

.827 94–.827 99 Geographic variations in the modern world

Add to base number 439.8279 notation 4–9 from Table 2, e.g., geographic variations in Norway 439.8279481 [formerly 439.8272–439.8274], dialects of United States 439.827973

447 Historical and geographic variations, modern nongeographic variations of French

Number built according to instructions under 441–448

See also 449 for Occitan, Franco-Provençal

[.1–.8] Geographic variations in France

Relocated to 447.944

.9 Geographic variations

.91 Geographic variations in areas, regions, places in general

Add to base number 447.91 the numbers following —1 in notation 11–19 from Table 2, e.g., dialects of the overseas regions of the French Republic 447.9171244

.94–.99 Geographic variations in the modern world

Add to base number 447.9 notation 4–9 from Table 2, e.g., geographic variations in France 447.944 [formerly 447.1–447.8], dialects of Quebec 447.9714, Haitian Creole 447.97294

For geographic variations of Old French, see 447.01094–447.01099; for geographic variations of Middle French, see 447.02094–447.02099

See also 449.709449 for Provençal dialect of Occitan; also 459.984 for Corsican
457 Historical and geographic variations, modern nongeographic variations of Italian

Number built according to instructions under 451–458

[.1–.7] Geographic variations in peninsular Italy

Relocated to 457.945

[.8] Geographic variations in Sicily

Relocated to 457.9458

.9 Geographic variations

Sardinian relocated to 459.982

For geographic variations of Old Italian, see 457.01094–457.01099; for geographic variations of Middle Italian, see 457.02094–457.02099

.91 Geographic variations in areas, regions, places in general

Add to base number 457.91 the numbers following —1 in notation 11–19 from Table 2, e.g., dialects of rural regions 457.91734

Geographic variations in Cagliari province of Sardinia relocated to 459.98271

[.92] Geographic variations in Nuoro province of Sardinia

Relocated to 459.98272

[.93] Geographic variations in Sassari province of Sardinia

Relocated to 459.98273

.94 Geographic variations in Europe

Add to base number 457.94 the numbers following —4 in notation 41–49 from Table 2, e.g., geographic variations in Italy 457.945 [formerly 457.1–457.7]. Dalmatian language 457.94972 [formerly 457.994972]

Geographic variations in Oristano province of Sardinia relocated to 459.98274

.95 Geographic variations in Asia

Add to base number 457.95 the numbers following —5 in notation 51–59 from Table 2, e.g., geographic variations in Philippines 457.9599

Corsican relocated to 459.984

.96–.98 Geographic variations in Africa, North America, South America

Add to base number 457.9 notation 6–8 from Table 2, e.g., geographic variations in Libya 457.9612

.99 Geographic variations in other parts of world

Add to base number 457.99 the numbers following —9 in notation 91–98 from Table 2, e.g., geographic variations in Australia 457.994
459  Romanian, Rhaetian, Sardinian, Corsican

.9  Rhaetian languages; Sardinian, Corsican

.98  Sardinian and Corsican

.982  *Sardinian [formerly 457.9]

.982 7  Historical and geographic variations, modern nongeographic variations

Number built according to instructions under 420–490

> 459.98271–459.98274  Geographic variations in Sardinia [formerly 457.91–457.94]

.982 71  Geographic variations in Cagliari province of Sardinia [formerly 457.91]

.982 72  Geographic variations in Nuoro province of Sardinia [formerly 457.92]

.982 73  Geographic variations in Sassari province of Sardinia [formerly 457.93]

.982 74  Geographic variations in Oristano province of Sardinia [formerly 457.94]

467  Historical and geographic variations, modern nongeographic variations of Spanish

Number built according to instructions under 461–468

[.1–.8]  Geographic variations in Spain

Relocated to 467.946

.9  Geographic variations

.91  Geographic variations in areas, regions, places in general

Add to base number 467.91 the numbers following —1 in notation 11–19 from Table 2, e.g., dialects of rural regions 467.91734

.94–.99  Geographic variations in the modern world

Add to base number 467.9 notation 4–9 from Table 2, e.g., geographic variations in Spain 467.946 [formerly 467.1–467.8], Judeo-Spanish (Ladino) 467.9496, Papiamento 467.972986, Latin American dialects 467.98

For geographic variations of Old Spanish, see 467.01094–467.01099; for geographic variations of Middle Spanish, see 467.02094–467.02099

*Add to base number as instructed under 420–490
Portuguese

.7 Historical and geographic variations, modern nongeographic variations

[.71–.76] Geographic variations in continental Portugal

Geographic variations of Portuguese in continental Portugal relocated to 469.79469

[.78] Geographic variations in Madeira

Relocated to 469.794698

.79 Geographic variations in specific continents, countries, localities in modern world

.791 Geographic variations in areas, regions, places in general

Add to base number 469.791 the numbers following —1 in notation 11–19 from Table 2, e.g., dialects of the Portuguese Empire 469.791712469

Geographic variations in Azores relocated to 469.794699

.794 Geographic variations in Europe

Add to base number 469.794 the numbers following —4 in notation 41–49 from Table 2, e.g., geographic variations in Portugal 469.79469

[formerly 469.71–469.76], geographic variations in Madeira 469.794698 [formerly 469.78], geographic variations in Azores 469.794699 [formerly 469.791], geographic variations in Spain 469.7946

For geographic variations of Old Portuguese, see 469.701094–469.701099; for geographic variations of Middle Portuguese, see 469.702094–469.702099

.795–.797 Geographic variations in Asia, Africa, North America

Add to base number 469.79 notation 5–7 from Table 2, e.g., Crioulo of Guinea-Bissau 469.796657 [formerly 469.7996657], Crioulo of Cape Verde Islands and comprehensive works on Crioulo 469.796658 [formerly 469.7996658]

See also 467.972986 for Papiamento

.798 Geographic variations in South America

Add to base number 469.798 the numbers following —8 in notation 81–89 from Table 2, e.g., geographic variations in Brazil 469.7981, dialects of São Paulo 469.798161

Notation —81–87 from Table 2 replaces notation 811–817 from Table 2 with the result that many numbers have been reused with new meanings

.799 Geographic variations in other parts of world

Add to base number 469.79 notation 9 from Table 2, e.g., geographic variations of Australia 469.7994
.799 1 Geographic variations in areas, regions, places in general

Add to base number 469.7991 the numbers following —1 in notation 11–19 from Table 2, e.g., dialects of rural regions 469.7991734

495 Languages of east and southeast Asia

Including Karen

Here are classed languages of south Asia closely related to the languages of east and southeast Asia

Class here Sino-Tibetan languages

For Austronesian languages of east and southeast Asia, see 499.2

.1 *Chinese

Class here Beijing dialect; Mandarin (Putonghua) (standard written Chinese)

.17 Historical and geographic variations, modern nongeographic variations of Chinese

Number built according to instructions under 420–490

Class Mandarin Chinese in 495.1

[.171–.178] Geographic variations in China

Relocated to 495.17951

.179 Geographic variations

.179 1 Geographic variations in areas, regions, places in general

Add to base number 467.91 the numbers following —1 in notation 11–19 from Table 2, e.g., dialects of rural regions 495.1791734

.179 4–.179 9 Geographic variations in the modern world

Add to base number 495.179 notation 4–9 from Table 2, e.g., geographic variations in China 495.17951 [formerly 495.171–495.178], dialects of Guangdong Sheng, comprehensive works on Yue (Cantonese) dialects 495.1795127 [formerly 495.1727]; works that focus narrowly on the Cantonese dialect as spoken in the municipality of Canton 495.17951275 [formerly 495.17275], Chinese dialects in Malaysia 495.179595, Yue (Cantonese) dialects as spoken in North America 495.1797

*Add to base number as instructed under 420–490